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1 An idea since Galilei

Galilei [1638] considers a cylindrical column of height L that is just in ultimate
equilibrium with its self-weight, i.e., L is the maximum height for the given
shape and material strength. Any other cylindrical column of lesser height L

could bear a useful weight over its head equal to ρA(L−L), being ρ the specific
weight and A the cross-section area, as with this weight the stress at the bottom
will be equal in both cases.

If f is the maximum stress, ρAL = fA, i.e., L = f ÷ ρ, being f ÷ ρ

a characteristic length of the material. Let the material scope A be defined
as A = f ÷ ρ. Let the structure scope L be defined as the maximum size
for which a given structural scheme can bear its self-weight without any other
load. For the cylindrical columns of Galilei we have simply L = A. (The
general interest of the structure scope concept for the structural design theory
is examined in Cervera Bravo [1990], Vázquez Espí [2011], Cervera and Vázquez
[2011], Vázquez Espí [2012].)

How we can increase the structure scope? Galilei envisaged two ways: to
increase the material scope —increasing f , or decreasing ρ, or both—, or to
change the structure shape. Let us consider the second one: is there any shape
for the column problem such that its scope will be greater than A? “For the
column problem” means that the new shape can bear some useful load as the
Galilei column do when its height is lesser than its scope.
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2 A general formulation of the problem

For the sake of brevity let us consider a 2D-universe. The body of given shape
will be y-symmetrical, placed in the semi-plane y > 0 and supported in the
y = 0 line. The displacement constraint will be v(x, 0) = 0, u(0, y) = 0. The
material will be linear elastic subject to Von Mises criterion on stresses. There is
not additional fundamental constraints on shape, but someone can be imposed
for convenience (e.g., the maximum width can be fixed).

The Galilei column is simply a rectangular domain of height A and whatever
width w. The principal stresses are σII = σy = −f(1 − y ÷ A) and σI = σx = 0.
Further, the Von Mises stress is σVM = f(1 − y ÷ A).

My working hypothesis is simply that there is not a shape that can have a
height greater than A. I have no proof albeit I got some evidences in favour of it
as follows: I have analysed compatible and equilibrating stress fields —derived
from complex potentials— determining the figure of maximum height fulfilling
the above conditions for each field. And in all cases the height was strictly lesser
than A—excluding the field of the Galilei column.

If any one can envisaged a general proof of my hypothesis the problem would
be directly solved. In any case else, the general formulation of the problem can
be stated as to find out a such shape, proving in this way that my working
hypothesis is false but being the shape of maximum scope determined. I am
thinking this problem as a candidate for some topology or shape optimisation
methods, see, e.g., Navarrina et al. [2005], Victoria et al. [2009], Zheng et al.
[2009], París et al. [2010], Azegami et al. [2012].

Let me stress that traditional “constant stress bodies” [see, e.g., Keller,
1960, Karihaloo and Hemp, 1983, Cervera Bravo, 1990, Chai and Wang, 2005]
are pseudosolutions for this problem, as the stress tensor is unbounded and the
stress constraint (Von Mises) is not fulfilled. This is because in this kind of
solutions we fix only σy as −f , but being the contour an exponential curve and
a principal direction, the principal stress parallel to the contour will increase
exponentially. [See Antuña and Vázquez Espí, 2012, for a detailed discussion].

3 Other related problems

As the general formulation can be hard to attack with available methods, I can
suggest some alternative problems which in my view could be equivalent (or at
least approximately equivalent) to the former.

Let be V0 = Aw a given volume in the 2D-universe. We can consider the
problem of finding a shape with this given volume that maximise the height of
the figure subject to the same stress tensor constraint.

Perhaps the stress constraint can be replaced by minimising the (maximum
or mean) Von Mises stress in the volume, being the latter unbounded, and the
total height of the figure fixed to a given value A. With this problem it should
be the case that we will get solutions with maximum absolute Von Mises stress
lesser than f , hence with appropriated scaling we will get a solution higher than
Galilei column.

Another approach arises from considering the calculus of the maximum scope
shape as a limit case. Let us consider an useful load at a height y = L > 0 as an
uniform load p along a width w0. The problem is now to find a shape of minimal
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weight in equilibrium with p and its self-weight with the stress constraints as
above. One additional constraint on the shape will be that it must lie into the
region limited by y ≤ L and y ≥ 0. If this problem can be solved, the structure
scope L will be the limit of L when p → 0 or w0 → 0. Obviously, a solution is
a Galilei column of constant width equal to w0, but is there another one? The

useful load can be defined too as P =
∫ w0/2

−w0/2
p(x) dx being P a given constant.

In this case the function p can be viewed as a design variable, or its integral
over w0 as a additional constraint on stresses.

More equivalents formulations can exist or can be proposed following these
lines.

I think that a minimum compliance approach it is not equivalent to minimum
weight one in this case due to self-weight. But it could be the case that minimum
compliance objective leads to useful solutions after appropriate scaling providing
the stress constraint is fulfilled.

4 Conclusion

The problem has theoretical interest for the structural design theory. It can be a
benchmark problem for topology or shape optimisation methods. Each different
stress constraint or material model (e.g., plasticity) lead to new instances of the
problem.

I will appreciate any insight on it.
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